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By Sunil Cherian

Pramod Mala, 40, the mimicry face of
Kerala’s opposition leader VS
Achuthanandan says he tries not to

make a mockery of the 91-year-old politician.
“VS has no more held up shoulders as most
VS impersonators do, but rather dropped
shoulders,” said Pramod who took the role of
VS in the now completed Cinemala comedy
show on Asianet TV channel after its 1000th
episode. “I observe how VS walks, the way he
lifts his dhoti while getting down from a car
and how his speech gets charged when he is
energized by the audience,” said Pramod

who started imitating stars on stage for
recognition but now thinks the art is a good
income too.  “When I first met VS, the com-
rade asked me: Can you live by this? And he
said if somebody lives by this, why not?”
Pramod built a house and bought a car after
being in this field for the last 20 years.

It was Manoj Guinnes who first imitated
the veteran leftist politician on stage. Later
many artists have tried. Now even children
imitate Achumama, a name drawn from
comedy shows. Some of the Communist
Party of India (Marxist) members have tried to
threaten Pramod for imitating their leader.
“Once I was caught by such a group. I said I’m

a VS sympathizer. The gang threatened fur-
ther. Then you should never have done this.”
Pramod also imitates Chakyar koothu, a per-
formance art. He says the real chakyarkoothu
artists are frustrated by mimicry artists mock-
ing it. “But it’s through mimicry that today’s
generation knows about the old art like chak-
yarkoothu. It is good time for entertainers in
Kerala now. Artists are invited to perform in
company meetings and wedding, birthday
celebrations. “Some just want our presence
and we get paid awesomely,” he said. 

Pramod was in Kuwait to take part in NSS
Palakkad Engineering College Alumni
Association anniversary celebrations.  

The higher committee for the top students’ honoring ceremony at Kuwait University hosted an event
recently to commemorate employees and students who organized the event. The participants were
rewarded in recognition of their efforts.

The Tahreer Theater in Kaifan hosted a children’s play recently titled ‘Wonders Tree’ which carried a message of patriotism, national unity and building a better,
more beautiful country. —KUNA

Pramod Mala in defense of mimicry


